In this work we present a framework for multi-agent system design which is based both on human organizational notions and principles for distributed intelligent systems design. The framework elaborates on the idea that notions from the field of organizational design can be used as the basis for the design of distributed intelligent systems. Concepts such as task, control, job, operation, management, coordination and organization are framed into an agent organizational framework. A collection of organizational design activities is presented that assist in a task oriented decomposition of the overall task of a system into jobs and the reintegration of jobs using job allocation, coordination mechanisms and organizational structuring. A number of coordination mechanisms have been defined in the organizational design literature. For the scope of this work we concentrate on: Direct Supervision where one individual takes all decisions about the work of others, Mutual Adjustment that achieves coordination by a process of informal communication between agents, and Standardization of Work, Output and Skills. Three organizational structures are discussed, that coordinate agents and their work: Machine Bureaucracy, Professional Bureaucracy and Adhocracy. The Machine Bureaucracy is task-driven, seeing the organization as a single-purpose structure, which only uses one strategy to execute the overall task. The Professional Bureaucracy is competencedriven, where a part of the organization will first examine a case, match it to predetermined situations and then allocate specialized agents to it. In the Adhocracy the organization is capable of reorganizing its own structure including dynamically changing the work flow, shifting responsibilities and adapting to changing environments. A case study on distributed supply chain management shows the process from task decomposition via organizational design to three multi-agent architectures based on Mintzberg's organizational structures. r
Introduction
In this paper, we discuss a framework for the design of distributed intelligent systems. The framework is based on human organizational notions and principles, aimed at managing relations between organizational agents 1 and the activities they perform, rather than at the design of individual agents. The framework elaborates on the idea that notions from the field of organizational design can be used as the basis for the design of distributed intelligent systems. Already in the eighties, links between human organizations and computational systems were suggested (Fox, 1981; Malone, 1987) . Since then, organizational approaches have become themes in research areas for supporting coordination and framing control relations. Hewitt has pointed out that in organization lies power (Hewitt, 1991) . Indeed, despite the differences between software agents and humans a number of concepts, mechanisms and patterns can be used as principles for distributed intelligent systems design (Fox, 1981) . Different agent-oriented modeling techniques and methods have been presented, see for an overview . For example, GAIA specifies agent systems in terms of interaction roles. Roles are defined with responsibilities, permissions and protocols into a role model. An interaction model defines a protocol for each type of inter-role interaction . However, GAIA only implicitly uses the notion of organizations and should be enhanced with organizational structures (Zambonelli et al., 2000) . Research efforts on agents and organizations have been reported in the organizational design literature, including research on electronic institutions (Esteva et al., 2001 ), computational and mathematical models of organizations (Carley and Gasser, 1999) and organizational views on multi-agent systems (Ferber, 1999) . State of the art in multi-agent research can be found in (Luck et al., 2003) .
Fox sees an organizational structure for a distributed system as the collection of processes (i.e. agents), communication paths and a control regime that coordinates the whole (Fox, 1981) . Therefore, research efforts in the agent field have dealt with the problem of enabling interactions among agents, middleware components (mediator, information brokers) and infrastructures. For example, agent interaction allows agents to transfer information and knowledge. However, the approach of the research efforts reported in the agent literature is on the system (implementation) perspective.
Distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) has looked at overcoming limitations of individual agents by tackling problems through running distributed computational processes. For this reason, research in (distributed) knowledge models, communication and reasoning techniques have led to ways in which agents can participate in societies of agents, i.e. agencies. We see an agency as a society of agents, in which each of them can be specialized with knowledge, one or more skills and has a sort of mechanism that permits interaction with others. Examples of agencies are collections of individuals, including humans, machines and computational processes such as web services and agents. A specific type of agency is a multi-agent system, which is defined by O'Hare and Jennings as a loosely coupled network of problems solvers (i.e. agents) that work together to solve problems that are beyond their individual capabilities (O'Hare and Jennings, 1996) . Every agent has one or more limitations, which can be categorized into cognitive, physical, temporal and institutional limitations. Cognitive limitations model the fact that individuals are rationally bounded. It means that the data, information, and knowledge an individual can process and the detail of control an individual can handle is limited. As tasks grow larger and more complex, techniques must be applied to limit the growth of information and the complexity of control. Individuals can be limited physically, because of their physiology or because of the resources available to them. Temporal limitations exist where the achievement of individual goals exceeds the lifetime of an individual, or the time during which resources are available for this goal. Finally, institutional limitations mean that individuals are legally or politically constrained.
Social systems, i.e. groups of humans and social connections, can be viewed as computational systems. Many human activities are concerned with transforming information and knowledge from one form to another. In addition, human activities (such as receiving orders, reporting and processing) are frequently informationdriven (Galbraith, 1973 ). An example is an agent-based system for digital crossborder information flow within a European network of insurance companies. In this case, agents that exchange the same information via the Internet replaced people who exchanged information by telephone (van Aart et al., 2002) . However, when designing complex systems with multiple agents and multiple tasks, it is likely that social rules will lead to systems that are hard to design and maintain. If every agent is equipped with social rules prescribing the way it should behave in the system, these rules will have to be valid in every situation. The result can be a set of agents where the rule base for social rules is more complex than their competences. At the moment, if a task, domain or group of agent changes, every agent (and its social rule base) has to be adjusted.
Concepts, mechanisms and patterns from the field of organizational design have already been used as the basis for distributed intelligent system design (Fox, 1981; Corkill and Lander, 1998; Carley and Gasser, 1999) . However, little work has been reported on the explicit use of the notion of organizations in distributed intelligent system design. Moreover, Jennings argues that there are (still) insufficient mechanisms available for representing an agent-based system's organizational structure (Jennings, 2000) . However, several organizational structures and mechanisms are described within the organizational design literature. Therefore, we are interested in the use of this organizational knowledge in multi-agent architecture design.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we investigate the building blocks from organizational design that form the basis of our framework. Organizational structures are described in Section 3. Section 4 describes a collection of organizational design activities that operate within the framework. In Section 5, a case study on supply chain management is analyzed with the framework, which resulted in three organizational structure designs and a small prototype application. Finally, we discuss issues arising from this study and suggest future work.
Building blocks of agent organizational models
This section discusses a number of concepts, organizational relation and coordination mechanisms from organizational design that will be used as building blocks in our agent organization framework. We will start by examining the work of Mintzberg. He has argued that: Every organized human activity from baking a cookie to the placing of a man on the moon gives rise to two fundamental and opposing questions: how to divide activities into various tasks and how to coordinate these tasks to accomplish the activity? (Mintzberg, 1993) . One of the answers Mintzberg gives to the first question is that activities should be broken down into a technical part and a management part. Operators will be responsible for performing the technical part of the work, such as producing output. Managers will be responsible for the control over Operators. With this approach, the performance of work is explicitly separated from the control over it.
One of the answers to the second question is to place Operators and Managers into a (hierarchical) structure, where Managers control Operators in order to achieve coordination. Another approach is to place Operators into a structure of commitments (also known as locker room agreements), wherein the Operators have reached an agreement on how to collaborate with each other. This means that the work and communication patterns of Operators are standardized. Mintzberg's breakdown of tasks into smaller activities can be seen as hierarchical task decomposition. This means that tasks are broken down into smaller subtasks. This breakdown repeats until the subtasks are small enough to be allocated to an Operator. A stop-criterion for decomposition is the amount and complexity of the knowledge needed for executing a subtask.
We assume that a task is known beforehand and that subtasks will not be conflicting. Other decomposition strategies include Skill oriented, Process oriented and Knowledge oriented decomposition. Skill oriented decomposition looks at the expertise of components (humans, machine or agents) already available. For example, in the design of a system that is able to search on the Web, one can utilize already existing search engines, such as Google. Process oriented decomposition tries to define the goal of a system in terms of transactions between steps. This can be useful in domains where the steps to be undertaken are deterministic and the transactions between the steps can be described as sequential. For example, in the process of assembling a car, there is an assembly line that represents the medium for sequential transactions between the assemble jobs. Knowledge oriented decomposition will look at the knowledge of components (humans, machine or agents) already available. For example, in order to facilitate a one-stop shop 2 for law assistance, a number of existing knowledge bases on the domain of law can be coupled, by wrapping agents around them. In the remainder we will use task decomposition as mechanism for division of labor.
Another principle from organizational design is the contingency theory (see for an overview Morgan, 1996) . It claims that: There is no best way to organize. This means
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2 A system where one point mediates between user and available services.
that there is not one organizational structure that can handle every problem in every domain. The theory states that the appropriate form of an organizational design depends on the task and the environment. Tasks range from highly routine to highly innovative. For example, the task to assemble a car can be seen as a routine task. The design of a car can be seen as an innovative task. Environments can be characterized on a scale ranging from relatively stable to highly unpredictable.
The next section starts from the theory of Mintzberg by describing an ontology that can be used for multi-agent system analysis and design. Based on the contingency theory we discuss several organizational forms in Section 3.
Concepts
One individual (such as person, machine, agent or web service) can handle many tasks on its own. However, when one of these individuals encounters one or more limitations, a solution is to have the task executed by a set of individuals. To define what has to be done (i.e. the decomposition of the overall task), by whom (set of Operators and task allocation) and how (methods and knowledge), a selection of concepts from organizational literature has been placed in a context as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The task perspective consists of tasks and a task decomposition expressed in task relations. Mintzberg sees a task as the overall duty of an organization. Tasks can be defined as work in a domain, e.g. production of cars or finding scientific literature on the Web. In our view, a task specifies the subtasks that should achieve the goal of the task, input and output specifications and a control structure. A control structure specifies a methods to handle the dependencies between subtasks as in Common-KADS. This corresponds to Mintzberg's division of work. Task relations describe dependencies between subtasks, such as the sequence of execution. This corresponds to Mintzberg's coordination of tasks to accomplish the work.
The operational perspective consists of objects, technical activities and jobs. An object is something that can be consumed, produced (created, cloned), transformed (altered, combined) or used by tasks. Examples of objects are data, information and knowledge. In some cases, objects can be stored in a warehouse or a repository (e.g. a database). Technical activities deal with objects typically leading to a piece of work where objects are consumed (used, altered, combined) and produced (created, cloned). The pieces of work are represented by jobs. A technical activity consists of three jobs: (1) Consume job, which secures the inputs (that is objects) for production, (2) Transform job, which transforms (or produces) the input to outputs via a transformation process and (3) Distribute job, which distributes the outputs (that is objects). Sometimes objects need to be transported between producing and consuming jobs. For example, there can be a unit for item discovery and a unit for item classification. The jobs Consume and Distribute are explicitly defined to assist the process of coordination. Every agent has first to gather its input, before it can operate on it. Then it can be distributed to one or more other agents. The idea behind this is that these two jobs can be either passive or active. For example, if the job Consume is passive, agent A will wait until agent B will offer its consumable objects to Agent A. This can be seen as re-active behavior of agent A. If the job is pro-active, agent A will take initiative to gather its input by contacting agent B that distributes the object agent A needs. This can be seen as pro-active behavior. So-called broker agents can assist in these processes, for coupling demand (Consume) and offer (Distribute). Interaction protocols can be applied, such as the Contract Net protocol which is based on announcements (call for proposals), bids (proposals) and awarded contracts (acceptance) (Davis and Smith, 1983) . In traditional software engineering the flow of objects are handled within the internals of a system or an inference mechanism. For example, one does not have to design the flow of objects in the programming environment Prolog, the internal inference mechanism will take care of this.
The coordination perspective is concerned with the control of technical activities in the form of management activities. Management activities deal with coordinating (Mintzberg, 1993) . The organizational perspective is concerned with who does what ( job allocation) and therefore consists of positions and units. A position is the characteristic and expected (social) behavior of an organizational individual. Organizational individuals populate an organization, can fulfill one or more positions and are grouped into larger individual groups, such as units or departments. The behavior of an organizational individual can be described in terms of responsibility for carrying out a set of jobs (including objects to be consumed and produced), required expertise, skills or competences. Examples of positions are archivist, mediator, planner, coordinator, decision-maker, observer, executive, and communicator. A position can fulfill multiple activities or a set of positions can fulfill one activity. Positions range from specialized by performing only one job to general (omnipotent) performing multiple or all jobs. To make things not too complex, we distinguish between two types of positions, Operators and Managers. An Operator is responsible for a limited set of technical activities. A Manager is responsible for management activities. The difference between a Manager and an Operator can be seen as the separation of control knowledge and object flow between agents in distributed intelligent systems. A unit is a group of positions that can be seen as a distinct entity within an (hierarchical) organization (Mintzberg, 1993) . Similar concepts are agency, department, cluster, team and (sub) society. Six bases for grouping are commonly considered: grouping by knowledge and skill, by work process and function, by time, by output, by client and by location. At the end, the assignment of Operators and Managers, their grouping into units, and the grouping of units into other units can form an (hierarchical) organization.
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Organizational relations
Between the concepts defined in the section above relations and dependencies exist. These relations are defined by Mintzberg and are discussed below and in. The relations are also summarized in Table 1 .
The producer/consumer relation exists in the execution of activities. An Operator with one or more technical activities produces objects that are to be used by technical activities that are allocated to other Operators. Sometimes transportations (i.e. transactions within the flow of objects) have to be performed to move objects between Operators. The consumer/producer relation, is the inverse of the producer/ ARTICLE IN PRESS consumer relation. The common limited object relation exists between multiple Operators when they need to access an object produced by one Operator. In this case, the technical activities of the Operators are mutually exclusive in the sense that they cannot be performed at the same time.
The report relation means that an Operator has to report to a Manager. Type of reports can be the beginning and the ending of an activity including the state of the produced object. The conflict relation means that an Operator has to report to a Manager in case of a conflict with either another Operator, another Manager or a conflict with an object.
The command and instruct relation means that a Manager will instruct an Operator in what manner to execute its technical activities and the moment of execution. An instruction consists of three sub-instructions: (1) what objects to consume from what Operator(s), (2) how to transform these objects, and (3) to what Operator(s) to distribute the transformed objects to. With the direct supervision relation, a Manager will inform an Operator what next job to perform after finishing a job of a technical activity. For example, when an Operator performed a transform job, the Operator has to ask the Manager what to do with this new object. The Manager can respond with ''distribute the object to Operator B''. In short, the Manager makes all decisions for the Operators.
The delegation relation means that a Manager will delegate its responsibility to either another Manager or an Operator. In case of complex activities, a hierarchy of Managers can be defined that are capable of controlling on different perspectives of execution. For example, the management activities higher in a hierarchy use another perspective of detail than the management activities that control the operation. In a car factory, the higher Managers will look at the number of produced cars and the demand of customers. At the lower perspective of the organization, the Managers will control the process of manufacturing.
Coordination mechanisms
Malone and Crowston define coordination as ''the act of working together harmoniously'' (Malone and Crowston, 1994) . It is the act of managing interdependencies between positions and activities performed to achieve goals. Mintzberg has defined the following mechanisms that can be applied to coordinate dependencies between positions and activities (Mintzberg, 1993) . The first coordination mechanism, direct supervision achieves coordination by having one individual take responsibility, which is taking all decisions for the work of others, issuing instructions to them and monitoring their actions. This mechanism can be seen as a pattern for one central reasoning service (i.e. the Manager) with several information providing processes (i.e. Operators). This form of coordination is suited when there is a clear distinction between decision-making and operation.
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The second mechanism, standardization of work achieves coordination by specifying, i.e. programming, the content of the technical activity. The content of the activity is specified in every step, from getting the input objects (Consume), what to do with it (Transform) and to whom to distribute it (Distribute). For example, when installing a gear into a car a piece of this specification will look like ''take the two-inch-round-head Philips screw and insert it into hole H1, attach this to part P2 with the lock washer L2 and hexagonal nut N1, at the same time holding....''. In distributed intelligent systems design this means a hard coded procedural program that dictates the behavior of an agent, without any room for negotiation with other agents. In case of a conflict (for instance exception), it will be reported to the supervisor (Manager). Standardization of output objects achieves coordination by only specifying the result (i.e. produced objects) of the activities. For example, taxi drivers are not told how to drive or what route to take; they are merely informed where to deliver their fares. This can be applied when only the configuration of the outgoing objects of activities matters. For example, web servers produce web pages in the HTML format. For the reader of those pages, it does not matter how these pages are produced, as long as they are in the HTML format. For distributed intelligent system design, this means the specification of interfaces (e.g. output objects) of agents and exchange mechanisms, like languages and ontologies. Standardization of skills achieves coordination by only specifying what competences are needed for the activity. For example, when two surgeons meet in an operating room to perform surgery, they hardly communicate, by virtue of training, they know exactly what to expect of each other (Gosselin, 1978) . When designing distributed intelligent systems, the knowledge required for specific activities has to be specified and agents need to be equipped with knowledge about the competences of other agents. By means of protocols, they can collaborate.
Finally, mutual adjustment achieves coordination by a process of informal communication between positions or agents. This means that agents are capable of solving coordination issues by themselves. For distributed intelligent system design, this means that agents have social abilities in the sense that they are capable of interacting and reasoning about each other's interfaces, knowledge and competences and activities to achieve, without hardly any standardization or protocols.
The choice of a coordination strategy depends on a number of factors, such as the type of environment, the type of activity and the style of organizing. For example, ''standardization of work'' is an option when the multi-agent system operates in a stable environment where activities will not change and there is a need for tight control over the Operators. The agents will not have to be equipped with organizational knowledge nor with the ability of negotiation. ''Mutual adjustment'' is an alternative, in case of a dynamic environment where it is unknown what activities need to be performed. The type and number of agents are not known on forehand meaning that agents themselves have to get in contact and discuss what overall goals (if any) to achieve. Accordingly, the agents have to be capable of allocating activities and responsibilities themselves.
Organizational structures
Organizations are complex artifacts that are made by design or that have emerged over time. A design of an organization should show flow of objects between positions and the interrelationships between these positions. An organigram 3 is an often used means to represent organizational designs (Mintzberg, 1993 ). An organigram shows a picture of the division of labor, what positions exist, how these are grouped into units (or clusters) and how formal authority flows.
We propose to use organigrams as a mechanism for representing a distributed system's organizational structure in answer to the issue of the availability of insufficient mechanisms for representing a system's organizational structure as mentioned by Jennings (2000) . The grouping of these agents can be shown by units. Furthermore, the flows of authority show the responsibility of Managers in terms of the Operators they control. Imagine a hypothetical distributed system for classification of items on the Web, such as documents and images. This system includes specialized agents for crawling, document classification and image classification. The organigram in Fig. 2 shows the collection of organizational properties for this system. Firstly, it shows what positions exists in the system and what agents occupy these positions. For example, the agents Crawler1 and Crawler2 occupy the position of WebCrawler. The agents Classifier1 and Classifier2 occupy the position of Document Classification Agent. Secondly, how these agents are grouped into units, e.g. the units Operation, WebCrawling and Classification. Thirdly, it shows how control and coordination flows among them, e.g. the unit Operation controls the units WebCrawling and Classification.
With these organizational properties in mind, we will look at three organizational structures as described by Mintzberg (1993) . The next sections describe these organizational structures in detail.
Machine Bureaucracy
The Machine Bureaucracy 4 is an organization where tasks are decomposed into highly routine technical activities. The relations between technical activities are sequential, therefore relations can be coordinated using formalized rules and
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3 Also known as organizational chart. 4 The term bureaucracy was introduced by Max Weber as a technical term to describe a type of organization where behavior is predetermined or predictable, which can be seen as ''standardization'' as discussed before. The management and human resource management literature, has labeled the term ''Bureaucracy'' as a 'dirty word'. In this paper we refer to the technical use of ''Bureaucracy' '. regulations, based on the coordination mechanism of standardization of technical activities. The positions are grouped on the basis of work processes into functional units. For example, one unit for pre-processing, one unit for transforming and one unit for packing.
There is a centralized authority, which means that all decision-making is done centrally and follows a chain of command from the top of the hierarchy to the Operators below. Given the functional units and the centralized decision-making, the form of the hierarchy of the organization is steep. The type of agents are very controllable, they do not have many decision-making capabilities and operate in subordination. Furthermore, there is a sharp distinction between technical positions and management positions. An example of a Machine Bureaucracy is a steel factory (Mintzberg, 1993) . The environment is stable and the nature of the tasks is routine and sequential, e.g. produce x products of type t. Furthermore, the jobs are rather simple and repetitive.
Professional Bureaucracy
The Professional Bureaucracy is an organization were technical activities are performed by highly skilled Operators. The nature of the jobs is highly complex, meaning that a lot of knowledge is required for them. Therefore, the control is decentralized and depends on internal professional standards. The positions are grouped based on skills into specialized units. For example, one for cardiology, one for neurology and one for surgery (Mintzberg, 1993) . The form of the organization is flat. The prime coordination mechanism is standardization of skills. The nature of the tasks is cyclic and the environment is predictable.
To understand how a Professional Bureaucracy operates, one has to think of a set of technical activities that can be applied to predetermined situations. Operator is defined as the technical activities it can achieve. The idea is that Operators are categorized, based on their skills. When a problem has to be solved, the problem will be compared to one of the predetermined situations. From there, one or more Operators are selected that will solve the problem. Mintzberg has associated the term pigeonholing with this process (Mintzberg, 1993) . With this, Mintzberg means that Operators are placed into ''pigeon holes'' labeled with one or more predetermined situations. Given a problem, the most suited Operator will be ''grasped'' from a ''pigeon hole'' on the basis of its label.
The process of pigeonholing is the responsibility of the strategy job. Given the activities to be performed, one can decompose these into technical activities and allocate these to specialized Operators. Pigeonholing can be seen as an assessment task for Managers. Based on the case it will decide which Operator will be assigned to it.
The difference between a Machine Bureaucracy and a Professional Bureaucracy is the pigeonholing process. The Machine Bureaucracy is a single-purpose structure, where Operators execute standard sequences of jobs. The Professional Bureaucracy will first examine a case and then select an Operator for it. In machine bureaucratic organizations, such as a car factory, Operators always perform the same job. For example, there is an Operator that classifies documents and an Operator that classifies images. In professional bureaucratic organizations, such as a hospital, the case of a patient will first be classified into for example, a heart defect. Secondly, it will be coupled to an Operator with the appropriate skills, i.e. a cardiologist. Furthermore, the difference between the Machine Bureaucracy and Professional Bureaucracy is the moment of pigeonholing. In a Machine Bureaucracy pigeonholing is in the design of the organization and therefore, single purpose. In a Professional Bureaucracy pigeonholing is part of the dynamics of the organization.
Another difference between a Machine Bureaucracy and a Professional Bureaucracy is how technical activities are allocated to Operators. In a Machine Bureaucracy, there is a clear distinction between the positions that are occupied with technical activities and the positions that are occupied with management activities. Operators only perform technical activities and Managers are occupied with management activities. This means that Managers interfere with the consume, transform and produce jobs of Operators. This can be seen as management on a functional level. A Professional Bureaucracy uses the pigeonholing process for technical activities allocation.
Adhocracy
The two organization forms discussed above are not capable of innovation, i.e. breaking away from established organizational patterns. We see innovation as the ability of one or more agents to define new technical activities for new situations. New situations are found in dynamic and unpredictable environments. Therefore, the structure of the organization should have great flexibility. For that reason, the organizational structure of an Adhocracy has no hierarchical form. With the use of Mutual Adjustment the Operators are capable of performing innovative tasks, i.e. solving problems in a sophisticated and in an ad-hoc way. Decision-making is done decentralized by multiple Managers. The prime coordination mechanism is Mutual Adjustment, which means that execution of the task relies on agent negotiation. An example of an Adhocracy is an Internet start-up with a limited number of employees, where the type of products and services frequently changes to find and serve customers.
The difference between an Adhocracy and the two bureaucracies is that within an Adhocracy there is no standard set of jobs and no classification of predetermined situations. For every case, Operators within an Adhocracy will have to find creative solutions to unique problems. This has to be done using forms of negotiation on the basis of argumentation. When an Adhocracy grows older, it could reconfigure itself to a Machine Bureaucracy or a Professional Bureaucracy.
The organizational structures Machine Bureaucracy, Professional Bureaucracy and Adhocracy and their properties are summarized in Table 2 .
Agent organizational design activities
Based on Fig. 1 , we see an organizational structure in terms of flows between agents. These flows can be the movement of objects between Operators, commands from Managers to Operators and reports from Operators to Managers. This view, the discussed organization principles and organizational design are accompanied by three organizational design activities: Task Analysis, Operator Collaboration Design and Organizational Design.
Task Analysis
Task Analysis is concerned with the breakdown of work into subtasks. When a subtask is small enough to be performed by one agent, we see that as a primitive task. A primitive task is specialized into a technical activity. Accompanied with this breakdown is the identification of task dependencies. In this step, the primitive tasks are allocated to technical activities. For this step, UML activity diagrams can be used to show the technical activities, the transform jobs of technical activities, task relations and the flow of objects. Individual tasks can be described in terms of required skills, task relations, input and output objects. We use Bond and Gasser's conceptual distances as rules for decomposition (Bond and Gasser, 1988) . The heuristic in their rules is how larger the distance how complexer the decomposition. Several distances are mentioned. Firstly, computation cost, that is the costs for using information, knowledge or drawing on a specialized skill (measured in time, space, or other resources). For example, it is cheaper to produce cars in Asia or it is cheaper to use the services of Google instead of building a new search engine. Secondly, spatial distance, which can be expressed in a measure of distribution of processes, information or knowledge. Both computational and human information processing depend upon sensing data, information and knowledge. These processes occur at spatially distributed locations and on different and therefore distributed devices. There is a (possibly large) cost involved in moving these input data to a single central point in the system for processing. For example, in the car factory there will be assembly lines. It is impossible to see what is going on at the beginning and at the end of the assembly line at the same time. Another example are web services which can be implemented differently and can run on different servers.
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Thirdly, temporal distance, means that data, information or knowledge may not be available at a given time, because they have not yet been produced or derived. For example, it can take time to transport information from one point to another. Finally, semantic distance, knowledge can be clustered into specialized tasks. There is then a distance between these specialized tasks. For example, in a car factory, one position will reason about the number of produced cars and one position will reason about the demand of customers. Another position will reason about the process of manufacturing, for instance sequence of assembly, work schedules and conflict handling.
Operator Collaboration Design
After determining the set of technical activities, these have to be allocated to Operators. An Operator can be specified in terms of responsibility, (expected) behavior, used interaction strategies, and relationships with other Operators and Managers.
We assume that Operators are ''rationally bounded'', meaning that data, information, and knowledge an Operator can process and the detail of control it can handle is limited. Therefore, techniques must be applied to limit the increase of information and the complexity of control. For that reason, one or more of the coordination mechanisms are to be chosen, given the nature of the task and the nature of the environment. For example, when using direct supervision, positions must allow Managers to steer their object flows. AUML sequence diagrams (cf. Odell et al., 2000) can be used to express interactions between agents. AUML is an extension of UML for expressing concepts and mechanisms, such as agents, interactions and protocols. An AUML sequence diagram can show patterns of interaction between the agents, i.e. Operators. These interactions dictate what control between the Operators has to be managed.
Organizational Design
The step Organizational Design is concerned with the definitive organizational design. Given the collaboration model, Manager tasks have to be specified. This can be illustrated in a control flow diagram showing the flow of control between the management activities and the Operators. Furthermore, it shows the sequential flow of objects. Two examples of control flow diagrams can be found in Figs. 6 and 8.
An organizational structure can be used for the agent organizational design, given the type of environment and the type of task. The characteristics of the organization can be expressed as in Fig. 2 showing the organizational positions, their grouping and the flows of authority.
Agent-based supply chain management
Supply chain management (SCM) is a process where different types of distributions can be found, both spatial and semantic. Existing retailers are now offering their products and services online via web shops.
5 When a customer orders a set of products, the retailer has to figure out how to deliver these products. Furthermore, the retailer should give an indication of the price and the moment of delivery. In this case, a chain of stores uses couriers to assemble orders and to deliver the products to customers. Chains of stores can include different kind of stores having heterogeneous assortments. The couriers have to travel via multiple stores and multiple customers in an optimal route to satisfy customer orders. The idea is not to let the couriers plan a route, but to introduce a central planning process, represented by a planner. This planner will have information about what stores are present, what assortment the stores carry and what couriers exist. Besides that information, it will have knowledge on one or more planning strategies operationalized by planning algorithms. The planner will instruct couriers what to do, in terms of a route. The problem is that the planner does not know whether a product is in the stock of a store and what the costs are to retrieve the products from the stores. Furthermore, in spite of the instructions of the planner, it does not know what the trip of an individual courier is, because the courier can get stuck in trafficjams or get in trouble with its vehicle. The planner has to build a chain from stores to customers via couriers using real time information. The system has to make use of legacy systems, because the stores have already computational systems (back offices) that handle parts of their business by monitoring sales and stocks. Finally, customers, stores, and couriers are physically distributed.
Huget has described a comparable agent-based approach to supply chain management (Huget, 2002) . His approach focuses only on interaction protocols.
Task analysis
We make use of the spatial distribution rule, because customers, stores, and couriers are physical distributed. Furthermore, the system has to make use of legacy systems. The result of the breakdown of tasks into technical activities is illustrated in Fig. 3 . There are four technical activities: Ordering, Planning, Producing and Transporting, which are identified in the activity diagram as swimlanes. The flow of information and decisions begins when a customer places an order, via the job place order. This job produces the object order that is consumed by Planning.
The job select stores select a number of stores and consult the jobs query stores and query couriers. The job query stores takes as input the object order and consults a number of stores (i.e. the task Producing). Based on the location of the user and location of the selected stores, the job query couriers consults a number of couriers (i.e. the task Transporting).
The job check stock (part of Producing) consumes the object Productlist, calculates a price and distributes the object price to the job calculate offer (part of Planning). Parallel to the job check stock, the job check route (part of Transporting) is consulted. This job calculates for a particular courier, a trip from its current position, via the selected store to the customer and back. The result of the calculation is the object trip which is distributed to the job calculate offer (part of Planning).
After receiving the objects price and trip, the job calculate offer produces an offer, which is distributed by the propose offer to the customer. The customer decides on the offer via the decide on offer. When the customer accepts the offer, Planning will instruct stores and couriers using the jobs instruct stores and instruct couriers and the objects instructions.
The dependencies between the technical activities are seen as producer/consumer relations (see Table 1 ), because of the obvious information-driven character of the work flow. The dependencies between the tasks are described in Table 3 .
Operator collaboration design
Based on the identified technical activities, the skills of the Operators are determined. Given the obvious spatial (i.e. customers, stores and courier are geographical distributed) and semantic distribution (i.e. customer reason about products, stores about stocks, couriers about trips and the planner about supply chains), we choose to allocate tasks to Operators in a fixed manner. The following technical activity allocations (expressed by the symbol ''/'') to Operators have been made at design time:
Ordering / Customer: Every customer will be offered a customer agent, which will take care of the communication with the other agents of the system. This can be in the form of a user agent as a desktop application or as a web service.
Planning / Planner: There will be a planner agent that is wrapped around existing planning algorithms.
Producing / Store: Every store will be equipped with a store agent that is wrapped around the existing store information system (i.e. back office system). Transporting / Courier: Every courier will be assigned a courier agent, able of tracking the whereabouts of the courier and able to present plans from the planner agent to the courier.
The collaboration diagram in Fig. 4 shows the pattern of interactions between the initial group of agents. Agent Interaction Protocols (AIPs) describe communication Table 3 Dependencies between the input and output objects of the technical activities as a result of the task analysis of the agent-based supply chain management case. p/c stands for producer/consumer dependency and c/p stands for consumer/producer dependency. patterns as an allowed sequence of messages between agents and the constraints on the content of those messages in AUML (Odell et al., 2000) . The content of the messages is defined with a message content ontology as discussed in Section 5.5.
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Ordering
Another approach is making allocation decisions at run time, meaning that agents have to decide what agents perform what tasks. Several techniques are reported including market mechanisms, planning and voting (Bond and Gasser, 1988) .
As shown in Fig. 4 , existing AIPs are placed in sequence to enable the technical activities as described above. The used AIPs are part of the Contract Net protocol (cf. FIPA, 2002) for enabling standardization of output of work.
Organizational design
We design the definitive configuration of relations between Operators for controlling the process. This will be done by integrating Managers that are occupied with management activities. Both Figs. 3 and 4 show that Planner has a broad responsibility, it has to gather objects from Customers, Stores and Couriers. Furthermore, it has to calculate offers within a given time limit. When the number of Customers, Stores and Couriers grows, Planner will form a potential bottleneck for the efficiency of the overall system.
Given Table 2 and the claim that there is not one best way to organize, we will look at three possible organization patterns that will cope with the information and control complexity of the Planning activity. The choice of the three organizations is based on different interpretations of the environment. If we see the environment as stable we can apply the Machine Bureaucracy, see Section 5.3.1. We do not expect that there will be any changes in terms of the number or types of stores, products and couriers. When we see the environment as instable although predictable, we apply the Professional Bureaucracy (cf. Section 5.3.2) We expect that the number of stores, products and couriers is dynamic meaning that stores, products and couriers can enter or leave the system at any time. However, we do not expect that the process will change. We apply the Adhocracy (cf. Section 5.3.3) when the environment is unpredictable because the process may change due to, for example, new forms of customer services where the customer can choose how to collects its goods.
Machine Bureaucracy
As shown in Fig. 5 , several management activities are introduced that use direct supervision as a coordination mechanism:
Customermanagement is responsible for the Operators Customer. Plannermanagement is responsible for the Operators Planner. Storemanagement is responsible for the Operators Store. Transportmanagement is responsible for the Operators Courier. Chainingmanagement is responsible for the units Planning and Stock. Operationsmanagement is responsible for the units Chaining Service and Transport.
Generalmanagement is responsible for the units Customer Relations and Operation.
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The agents are grouped into functional units, which are put in a steep hierarchy. For example, the line of authority from coordinator agent to the planner agents flows via the units Operations, Chaining Services to Planning.
The control flow as illustrated in Fig. 6 shows the sequence of interactions within the Machine Bureaucracy. The process starts with a CFP 6 with an order sent from Customer to Customermanagement in a message labeled with ''1''. Operationsmanagement receives the order via Generalmanagement via messages 2 and 3. From there, Operationsmanagement will query for available couriers via Transportmanagement via messages 4-7. Transportmanagement will select for every job what agents to query. As shown, every Operator has to report to the unit's Manager. Given the object trips the position Chainingmanagement will query Stores for prices given a productlist via messages 9-12. Then Planner will be instructed to construct a chain via messages 13 and 14. The chain will be reported to Customer via messages 15-20. Then Customer can choose to refuse or accept the offer. In case of acceptance, Stores will be instructed via messages 23-26. Couriers will be instructed via messages 23, 27 and 28.
The technical activities are seen as highly routine operating jobs, therefore the type of agents has to be very controllable and will not need to do much decision-making. Furthermore, the nature of the flow of objects is seen as sequential. There is a sharp distinction between technical positions and management positions. ChainingManager only control other units being in charge of making the decisions for this units. For example, the planner does not have to know how the store and courier agents return their real time information. Fig. 5 illustrates the structure of the agent organization, in terms of positions, their grouping with the Coordinator Agent as the C.E.O. of the system.
Professional Bureaucracy
When applying the Professional Bureaucracy as organizational structure, we see the nature of the environment as dynamic but predictable. The nature of the environment is dynamic in terms of the come and go of stores, products and couriers. The nature of the environment can be seen predictable, because we assume that the processes within the system will not change. For that reason, the system has to be able to handle a dynamic number of agents. For this, management activities are equipped with skills for determining the number and type of available agents. For example, when the Planner is to query available Stores, the system has to determine which Stores are available. skills into specialized units that directly reside under the C.E.O. The units reflect the distribution of already existing competences, i.e., the backoffice systems of the involved parties. The unit ChainingServices is designed around the existing planning algorithms, the unit Stock is designed around the computational systems of the stores and the unit Transport is designed around the computational systems of the couriers. To coordinate the flows between the units, we have chosen ''standardization of skills'' as prime coordination mechanism.
The control flow as illustrated in Fig. 8 shows the sequence of communication. It starts with a CFP containing an order sent from Customer to PlannerManagement in message 1. PlannerManagement will select a Planner using the ''pigeonholing'' ARTICLE IN PRESS principle, which is a selection from a set of available planners, and sends the order in message 2. The planner will query Stores and Couriers via StoreManager and TransportManager. The StoreManager will select a store and TransportManager will select a courier both using the pigeonhole principle. The query process is illustrated in messages 3-8. After acceptance of a proposed chain via messages 9 and 10 the planner will instruct the Store and Courier via messages 11 and 12. An alternative approach using the Professional Bureaucracy as organizational pattern is when every store has its own transport service. The Planner will only have to contact Stores to ask for price offers. These price offers will include the costs related to transport of the products. The Stores will determine what Couriers to contract. In this scenario, a part of the responsibility of the Planner is given to Stores. The advantage is that every Store can apply its own strategy to compile its offer. Furthermore, Stores will have more control over how goods are transported from stores to customers.
Adhocracy
The agents within an Adhocracy use Mutual Adjustment as a coordination mechanism to determine what has to be done and by whom. For this every agent has to be able to communicate with other agents. Therefore, there is no clear organizational structure. Furthermore, decision-making is performed decentrally by individual agents.
The knowledge required for solving the problem is distributed over the individual agents. For example, the customeragent has knowledge about available courieragents and courieragents have knowledge about available storeagents.
The method used to coordinate the agent-based supply chain system is making every agent distributing its output to all available agents. The idea is that if an agent receives an object that it can consume, the agents will do so, transform the object and distribute the object to all other available agents.
We did not draw a control flow diagram for the Adhocracy because we cannot design the flow of communication a priori. Still we can illustrate a possible communication path. Suppose CustomerAgent002 has as goal to get an order delivered for a customer. For that, CustomerAgent002 will first try to find an agent that is cable of handling an order. In this scenario, we assume that CustomerAgent002 already knows that CourierAgent001 is able to handling orders. As shown in Fig. 9 , CustomerAgent002 send a CFP (message 1) to CourierAgent001. To determine a price, CourierAgent001 contacts StoreAgent001 and StoreAgent002 with messages 2 and 3 to query for prices. The storeagents propose a price in messages 4 and 5. Next, CourierAgent001 proposes to CustomerAgent002 in message 6 to take care of the order given price. CustomerAgent002 agrees under the condition that it will be delivered within two hours (message 7). CourierAgent001 agrees with this condition and calculates a new price (message 8). CustomerAgent002 gives CourierAgent001 the order to deliver order by agreeing (message 9) on the offer. Finally, CourierAgent001 notifies StoreAgent002 that it accepts the price (see Fig. 9 ).
Implementation
We implemented three small multi-agent systems based on the Machine Bureaucracy, Professional Bureaucracy and Adhocracy designs as discussed above. In these systems, we see positions as intelligent software agents that are relatively independent and have responsive and pro-active behaviors. The behavior of an agent can be seen from the outside as information-processing and interacting in structured communication networks. This behavior is implemented as:
* Select a message from the mailbox. In order to determine the priority of the message, the agents use priority methods based on queuing techniques such as FIFO or based on the organizational position of the sender. * Process message, that is to carry out the jobs that are triggered by the content of a selected message. For example, calculating, reasoning or searching. * Generate new instances of jobs based on the agenda of the agent. * Send communication to other agents via mailboxes. The agents can send messages to other agents containing commands or reports. Sending a message from one agent to another technically means that the sending agent adds a record via an agent platform to the mailbox database of the receiving agent.
The agents are implemented as JAVA-thread objects on top of the JADE toolkit that satisfies the behavior as described above. This means that every agent is a separate computational process with its own internal control and a mailbox. Agents can communicate asynchronously using each other's mailboxes. This method is called communication with asynchronous mailbox semantics (Gamma et al., 1995) . The mailboxes are implemented as databases with records representing incoming messages. Besides that, all variables that represent the state of an agent are also stored in a model state database. To process the content of a message, such as in Fig. 11 , the agent has to have knowledge about how to handle messages. Concepts such as Order, Price and Offer are standardized in a message content ontology. The ontology used in this application is shown in Fig. 10 . The concepts AgentActions, such as CallForProposal, Propose and AcceptProposal are used to give intentions to messages. Every AgentAction is connected to one or more processing rules. For example, a processing rule for the agent PlannerAgent can start the job Planning after receiving a message of the type Request. The job planning will produce a set of outgoing messages and change the internal state of the agent, including new message templates. For example, when sending a Request message to agent A, a processing rule will be instantiated that will listen to messages received from agent B. After triggering, the appropriate actions will be undertaken (Fig. 11) .
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The experiments were run on three separate test machines. One machine for serving a customer with one customer agent, i.e. customer. The second machine acted as agent platform server together with one planner agent, i.e. planner. The third machine was equipped with three store agents, i.e. store001, store002 and store003, and three courier agent, i.e. courier001, courier002 and courier003. The machines were connected with each other in a LAN. 
Results
The results of the experiments with the three designs can be inspected graphically using the Agent Organization Console, see Figs. 12-14. This tool draws special purpose ''pseudo interaction diagrams'' on the basis of communication logs of the involved agents. This means that every agent writes its communication to a central database. The ellipses show agents and the arrowed lines show flow of messages between agents. The labels represent the type of message containing and object. For example in Fig. 12 , the label ''1: cfp(order)'' corresponds with the ACLMessage in Fig. 11 .
We compared the three runs based on two types of costs for organizational structures (cf. Malone, 1987) . Firstly, production costs, the costs of production and the costs of delay in processing. In our experiments, we interpreted this rule as the difference between the end of the process and the beginning of the process. Secondly, the costs of maintaining communication paths and the costs of exchanging messages along the paths, i.e. the coordination costs. We interpreted this rule as counting the number of messages sent. Table 4 shows the comparison between the organizational structures. The number of message sent for one customer order with the Professional Bureaucracy (17 messages) is less then in the Machine Bureaucracy (39 messages). The reason for this is that the agents within the Professional Bureaucracy have more knowledge about the process. It makes the agents more independent and flexible. For example, if we want to add another technical activity to the system to enrich the process, we only have to adjust a limited set of agents. In the Machine Bureaucracy a large part of the machinery has to be adjusted.
For a designer or maintainer of the Professional Bureaucracy system, processes and flow of objects are less controllable and predictable than in the Machine ARTICLE IN PRESS Bureaucracy system. If something goes wrong, it is harder to track the source of a problem. Furthermore, it is also difficult to determine the state of the system at a given time. Possible stores, i.e. the ones that invest in the system, will want to have a feeling of control over the system. A possible extension of the system is a logger or reporting agent.
The number of messages (i.e. 30) sent in the Adhocracy are justified by the fact that in the start of the process customer and planner001 send a CFP to every known agent in order to locate agents that can fulfill some service. Another way to locate an agent is to contact a broker. This structure can be useful when the number and type of agents are not known beforehand. However, one can never be sure whether the system will reach its intended goal. For a designer or maintainer of the system, processes and flow of objects are very uncontrollable and unpredictable. The Although the time measurements are influenced by available network bandwidth and running of other experiments on the test machines, the Professional Bureaucracy turned out to be the fastest organization. This can be explained by the fact that there is no management overhead as in the Machine Bureaucracy. Both the agents within the Adhocracy and the Professional Bureaucracy have knowledge about others agents.
Discussion
The goal of this paper is to get insights in the application of human organizational principles in distributed intelligent system design. We discussed a collection of organizational concepts, organizational models and coordination mechanisms. As argued by Jennings, organizational relationships need to be explicitly represented (Jennings, 2000) . Therefore, ''Organigrams'' have been used as a mechanism for representing a system's organizational structure. This resulted in an agent organization framework with four perspectives: task, operation, coordination and organization. Furthermore, an organizational design method was presented containing three steps: process analysis, operation design and organizational design. The steps assist in the decomposition of the overall task of a system into jobs and the reintegration of the jobs into the overall task using job allocation, organizational structuring and coordination mechanisms.
The case study presented in this paper, showed that the repetitive nature of the tasks allowed the relations between agents to be identified only once. A reason for this is that supply chain management can be seen as information-driven, due to its repetitive nature. In the prototypes, we implemented Direct Supervision, Standardization of Output and Mutual Adjustment. Furthermore, the Agent Organization Console showed that the progress of the organization can be monitored by tracing the flow of objects within messages.
If we see supply chain management as competence-driven, i.e. the process relies on the problem-solving skills that agents have, other organizational structures and The ''Productions Costs'' are expressed in seconds (i.e. the duration of the operation). The ''Coordination Costs'' are expressed by the number of messages sent within the operation.
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coordination mechanisms can be applied. With the pigeonholing process, the competences of the agents can be categorized and mapped on a categorization of predetermined situations. The pigeonholing process is the main difference between Professional Bureaucracy and Machine Bureaucracy. A Machine Bureaucracy is task-driven, i.e. the organization is a single-purpose structure, which executes only one standard sequence of jobs. Whereas the Professional Bureaucracy is competencedriven, i.e. a part of the organization will first examine a case, match it to predetermined situations and then allocate an Operator with a standard set of jobs to it. Using one or more of the coordination mechanisms presented in Section 2.3 the agents can choose a strategy, which can lead to more interesting solutions to complex problems. For example, if standardization of output, in terms of standardized ontologies and languages, fails for some reason, it could be resolved by giving one or more agents the ability of failure detection and failure resolution. The difference between an Adhocracy and the two Bureaucracies is that within an Adhocracy, agents have to find creative solutions to unique problems using forms of negotiation such as argumentation. In an Adhocracy, the agents should be capable of reorganizing their own organization including dynamically changing the flow of objects, shifting responsibilities and adapting to changing environments. For this reason, the agents should have a notion of the environment, abilities to determine the overall tasks, and have knowledge to reason about the actions they can perform.
The work presented in this paper showed that notions from organizational design such as task, job, position, direct supervision and standardization can be used in the design of distributed intelligent systems. A more formal approach is subject for future research. Furthermore, coordination can be handled by various methods, leading to different organizational structures. Finally, organigrams can support the visualization of organizational structures, by showing the agent staff, the grouping of the agents and the authority structure that connects the units and individual agents. However, organigrams only represent a static perspective on an organization and only suggest a coordination strategy. Together with diagrams in UML and AUML, it could form the basis of a graphical distributed intelligent systems modeling language.
Future research includes extensions to the existing framework, which should be of assistance in the organizational design decision process to bring coherence between the goals or purposes for which the organization exists, the patterns of division of labor, patterns of coordination, and the agents that perform the jobs. The extensions should help designers to address more precisely an organization's overall task and environment. One of the extensions will address technology to be utilized, for example, technology as described by FIPA (agent standardization), the grid (peer-topeer computing) and the semantic web (service discovery and composition). When using FIPA standards, our method should be compliant with models and technology that draw on interaction protocols and agent services, such as white, yellow and blue pages.
Many web services (which can be seen agent-based services) are available. However, the notion of negotiation has only recently begun to be an issue of research in the semantic web community. Moreover, web services tend to follow the classic client/server model, where web services behave as servers and will only answer to a client directly. In an agent setting, an agent service can be configured to give its answer to another agent service, which leads to a chain of services.
In the end, the framework should assist in the formalization of the overall behavior of a distributed intelligent system in terms of organizational structure and organization behavior. Predictable and controllable behavior of agents will lead to reduction in the variability of systems. Furthermore, agents in an organizational setting should have means (e.g. methods, procedures and knowledge) to handle uncertainty and unpredictable events.
